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Colby Buzzell has always been a loner. An autodidact who never went to college, he was

dubbed "the voice of a generation" by Robert Kurson for his daring and critically acclaimed

book, My War: Killing Time in Iraq. Half a decade later, overwhelmed by the birth of his son and

the death of his mother, Buzzell finds himself rudderless. Desperate to escape the constraints

of his postwar existence, he packs his things, gets in the car, and, for five months, drives

across America--no map, no destination.In his 1965 Mercury Comet, Buzzell travels through

the bowels of a country steeped in economic turmoil and political malaise. With a bottle of

whisky in one hand and a pack of cigarettes in the other, he takes us on a tour of big-box

stores, grimy gas stations, abandoned warehouses, strip clubs, and flophouses. He captures

the distinct voices and vivid stories of a forgotten America--Cheyenne, Omaha, Salt Lake City,

Des Moines, Detroit, and San Francisco's Tenderloin. Buzzell unearths America's bones in all

their beauty and starkness. And like the veterans of Hemingway's Lost Generation, he

struggles to reconcile his wanderlust with his responsibilities as a man and a father.Lost in

Americais a stunning account of the ravages of war on one individual. It also reveals deep

truths about a more universal journey: the struggle to find our place in the world--without a map.
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sense amongst our generation that everything has been said and done. True. But who cares. It

could still be fun to pretend.”KURT COBAINPutting my own personal feelings aside on Kerouac

and the Beats, I enthusiastically agreed to this assignment to “Retrace Kerouac’s footsteps and

paint a contemporary portrait of America. A love letter to Kerouac.” Now I could start this off by

crafting a predictable segue into a nauseating tribute to Kerouac, offering some soulful reason

for writing this book, or rambling about how I’m on a mission of self-discovery.Like hell I

am.Times are hard, and right before I left their upper-floor midtown Manhattan office, after I’d

shaken their hands and told them all thank you, that they’d all made a great decision and how I

couldn’t wait to start, one of them asked me if there was anything at all that would prevent me

from doing this assignment for them. I paused, thought about that for a second, and then I lied.

Shaking my head, I told him no, that there wasn’t.With a smile he said, “Good.”I smiled

back.Life takes its turns, and after purchasing an American classic off some stranger, I filled

the tank, lit a cigarette, thought about Kerouac for a second, then thought about something

else, put the car in gear, and headed off toward the opposite coast. Destination? East.I don’t

write love letters.Fuck that, and fuck Kerouac.On my flight back home to San Francisco I began

to worry at length about how in the world I was going to pull this one off while at the same time

I was suffering from a huge migraine. I asked myself over and over again what in the world I’d

just gotten myself into when, out of nowhere, I started thinking about the time growing up

where I would hold my mother’s hand as she walked me to school each morning. Recalling this

time in my childhood, more specifically this one particular memory, seemed to calm me and

make the road ahead less daunting.The elementary school I attended was located only a

couple blocks away from our house. I was either in the first or second grade at the time and my

lunch box like always would be packed with a meal she had carefully prepared for me. She

believed the Rambo lunch box I had wanted was too violent, so I had a G.I. Joe one instead.

For some reason I have no memory of socializing with any of my classmates, none. Most of

what I remember is sitting at my desk with my Beatles haircut (which my mother literally used a

bowl to cut) wondering what in the hell was going on, and other assorted thoughts that seem

much more important as a kid. What if the school was a spaceship and it launched and we all

got to go into outer space? An elephant in the backyard would be cool. Cheerios with soda

instead of milk: yum or gross? I want to be a professional bike racer and pedal really fast. What

if I had every single toy that was ever made, do you think that’s possible? Would they all fit in

my room?Always feeling off in my own world at recess, I’d keep myself company just walking



around with my thoughts, head down, every now and then picking up a rock to see what kind of

bugs were underneath or studying some flower growing in the grassy field bordering the

schoolyard.One day the bell rang, indicating the end of recess. While all the other kids

frantically ran back to class, I didn’t. I saw no reason to. I just stood there out on that grassy

field dumbly, watching. One by one doors began closing and silence filled the playground.After

a couple long minutes just standing there, waiting, I realized no one had noticed my absence

back in the classroom. So I left.I casually walked off campus, making my way down a couple of

the suburban residential side streets, looking at the lawns and houses I passed. When I

reached the nearby grocery center, I stood there and watched people pull up in their cars,

park, enter the grocery store, leave. None of the adults seemed to notice me, or the fact that I

wasn’t at school. I slowly walked over to a nearby park, where there was a playground. I didn’t

play in it for whatever reason, though I remember just staring at it. Leaving, I headed down a

busy street with cars thundering by. An enormous black van pulled up. After studying me for a

bit, the lady driving told me to get in. I saw no reason not to.A mob of parents crowded around

once we arrived back at the school, one of the adults in this crowd a particularly frantic Korean

lady. It was my mother. When she saw me exit the lady’s van, her panic turned to a smile of

relief and a warm hug. The crowd dispersed and my mother, after thanking them, grasped my

hand tightly and walked me home.Surprisingly she didn’t yell at me at all, and I wasn’t

punished. Instead all she did was tell me never to do that again, that it scared the heck out of

her, the other parents, and the teachers, that they had all feared the worst: that I’d been

kidnapped or that “something bad happened” to me. All of this confused me. I nodded back,

promising that I would never wander away again.But I love grime, alleys, and alcohol. I’m an

alley cat, I like to wander. It’s not really any more complicated than that.Chapter

OneRendezvous with Destiny“I think it’s a mistake to ever look for hope outside of one’s

self.”ARTHUR MILLERThat’s it? That’s the fucking speech that I flew all the way across the

country to see? I could have YouTubed that from home, I’d be a lot fucking warmer if I had.

Witness history, my ass. The only thing I’m witnessing here in D.C. is me freezing my ass

off.Not only did I desperately need to work more positive thinking into my life, but while trapped

there, I also realized that had I YouTubed the speech from the comfort of my own room instead

of making the effort to be one of many in attendance, I would have missed out on witnessing

the behavior of the sea of people all around me. While just minutes before I had, dare I say,

been somewhat moved by the thousands of miniature red, white, and blue flags proudly being

waved around me, I was now watching as one by one they made their way onto the ground,

carelessly tossed like cigarette butts, scattered all around. There they lay, discolored with dirty

footprints, torn apart by the trampling masses. Nearby, trash cans overflowed with discarded

flags. I noticed a young girl, maybe kindergarten age, collecting up these flags that had been

thrown down into what was now mud.Though I never made the rank of Boy Scout, I belonged

at one time to the Webelos (“We’ll Be Loyal Scouts”), later joining the Cub Scouts. I remember

being taught that our nation’s flag should never touch the ground. If that was to happen, it

should be burned.That thought was interrupted only by something far more shocking, the loud

shout of a T-shirt hawker: “SALE! Fifty percent off!”This guy looked like a big fan of all-you-can-

eat buffets, waddling around with two arms full of those “Hope” T-shirts so en vogue just

minutes before, now downgraded to the discount bin. I followed him for a bit, seeing that no

one was buying. Nobody cared. Everybody had theirs already. Though I was tempted to

purchase a “My President Is Black!” T-shirt, I couldn’t see myself rocking a shirt with a politician

on it, so I passed on the deal. Even at 50 percent off.Speakers lined the National Mall, and

while standing around midfield I heard a loud noise that sounded as though somebody had



pulled the plug. On the big-screen televisions also lining the Mall, I could see our new president

and vice president happily waving good-bye while Marine One, the presidential helicopter, lifted

off above them with our old commander in chief.The exodus, not unlike the one you see at a

baseball game in the latter innings once everyone thinks they know who’s won, hoping to beat

traffic, seemed premature. As everyone worked their way toward the exit, the majority seemed

oblivious to this moment, the handoff of our country.Watching Marine One fly over me, I

decided it was time for me to leave as well. The Bush years had come to a close.Thanks to my

experience as an infantryman in the army, where I would go for long stretches with everything I

needed strapped to my back, I now prefer to travel light. Everything that I would need for my

trip across the country was stashed away inside my backpack: three sets of clothes, laptop,

camera, various battery chargers, pens, notebooks, that first copy of On the Road, purchased

so many years ago, and . . . that’s pretty much it. Slowly making my way to the Greyhound bus

station, eager to begin the leg of my journey up to Lowell, Massachusetts, with the perspective

on travel that can only be gleaned from hours of recycled air and the knowledge that the guy

next to you didn’t need to show any sort of identification before boarding, I pull out my cell

phone to see whether I had any reception. I did, and there was a text from my sister.Back

home, my mother’s hair was thinning. Many times while I was visiting her she’d remove her hat

to show me the effects of the chemo, soon after breaking down, sobbing uncontrollably. There

was nothing I could do or say.Before I left for D.C., I had to wait around for the test results from

her latest MRI. That particular MRI was to determine whether or not the chemo was working,

whether or not the cancer was spreading. If the cancer spread, I was to call my publisher in

New York and notify them of my mother’s condition, which at that point they were totally

unaware of, and kindly ask to postpone my trip across America for a bit. If they didn’t grant me

an extension, I’d be fucked, but not as fucked as my mother.The results of the MRI came back,

and miraculously the cancer did not seem to be spreading, which meant that my mother had

some time left on this planet. No one knew how long, but we were all hopeful that it would be a

very long time. Thus, I was able to hit the road. The plan was to finish the assignment,

afterward spending as much time with her as possible.But this decision wasn’t easy, nor was it

guilt-free. My mother had cancer. What if she couldn’t beat it, and what if she passed away

shortly after I came back, or even while I was away? I would have lost all that time I could have

spent with her. On the other hand, if I didn’t leave soon, I wouldn’t be able to meet my

publisher’s deadline. What to do, what to do . . .Earth to Colby: What’s more important, you

moron? Your book, or your mother?The book.What in the hell was I thinking? My mother had

always stressed the importance of family. She had always said that there wasn’t anything more

important than that, though at this point, she also stressed the importance of health insurance.

She would tell me that without health insurance, thanks to her condition, my father would be

bankrupt right now, living in a world of shit. She’d have forever felt responsible for hurting the

family in that way.After receiving the results of the MRI, I asked my mother whether I should

stay or go. Lying there in the hospital bed, of course she told me I should go, as I knew she

would. I was still conflicted, which she sensed. With her plastic hospital bracelets wrapped

around her shrinking wrists, she reached out and held my hand. I remember her hand feeling

warm and soft, like an old washcloth soaked in hot water, as she told me again that I should go.

I should go, and follow my dreams, and not worry about her; she’d be fine, and we’d get to

hang out again plenty when I got back.With a smile, she thought out loud and envisioned the

entire family, now somewhat spread out, together again. She seemed to glow at that thought,

even talking of a vacation for all of us once I returned, “somewhere nice.”But the text message I

received now from my sister said that my mother wasn’t doing well, deteriorating by the day,



and that I should strongly consider coming back home.I booked a flight back for the following

day, and called my father to get an update on the situation. I could hear my mother in the

background, crying loudly from the pain, while hauntingly moaning, “Help me,” over and over

again, followed by my name.Chapter TwoTake as Needed for Pain“It was written I should be

loyal to the nightmare of my choice. I was anxious to deal with this shadow by myself alone—

and to this day I don’t know why I was so jealous of sharing with anyone the peculiar blackness

of that experience.”JOSEPH CONRAD,Heart of DarknessThe voice message I had received

from my father months before had a mixed tone of urgency, concern, and confusion, which

struck me as a bit off, since my father had never shown any of those emotions around family.

When I called him back, he got straight to the point, letting me know that my mother was sick,

really sick, and that he was going to need to take her to the hospital. They were heading to

Mount Eden Hospital in Castro Valley.At this point in my life, I don’t live very far from where I

grew up, a fairly quick BART ride from San Francisco. When I arrived at the hospital, my father

and sister, who had flown up from Orange County, were with my mother, who was in

tremendous pain, screaming and crying as though her limbs were being pulled away from her. I

got there just in time to witness this horrific scene, as the nurses whisked her into a room to

inject her with morphine. I watched the nurse administer the medication, my eye following the

bottle, following the nurse’s hand, curious where they’d set it. I found myself wondering whether

they could write it off as a loss, which reminded me that I have some serious mental

problems.As the pain went away, a beautiful smile spread across my mother’s face, which

made me also smile. My mother was now on drugs, which was a strange thing to witness. I

thought back to each time she had accused me of being on drugs, when I hadn’t been. I

thought back to each of those other times that I was in fact high as a kite, but she hadn’t

suspected a thing as I quickly walked past her through the kitchen on my way up to my

room.My sister was also there. “Why are you smiling, Mom?” she asked.My mother smiled

beautifully. “The baby,” she said.“What are you talking about, Mom?” my sister asked. “What

baby?”My mother pointed to the corner of the room. “Cute baby,” she said. And with that same

smile, she said, “Colby’s baby.”My mom’s on drugs, and in more ways than one she was now

seeing things.Later the next day, while waiting in the hospital’s main lobby—which, a few hours

in, began to aggravate me, as I couldn’t understand why a hospital would ever furnish its lobby

with such an uncomfortable sofa since no one really spends a long period of time in a hospital

lobby for any reason other than something traumatic—a doctor wearing a crisp white coat

appeared. He matter-of-factly informed us all—my Korean aunts had joined us at this point—

that my mother, who was somewhere in one of the top-floor hospital rooms above, had cancer,

and that, worse yet, it was terminal cancer. On average, people with this same type of cancer

generally had about six months to live. Once delivering this bit of information, he did an about-

face and stiffly walked away.My father, always stoic, broke down in tears. I needed a smoke.My

sister followed me. As she stepped outside, tears mixed with mascara running down her face,

she asked me, “What are we going to do?”I exhaled, telling her that I didn’t know. Furrowing my

brow, I wondered why I wasn’t crying.It was late evening now. As I stared up at the cold

concrete hospital in front of us, many of the rooms lit, I thought about how my mother was

inside one of those rooms, dying. Listening to the low hum of automobiles passing on the

nearby freeway, I had a pretty good idea of what I needed to do now. I needed to move back

home to be with my mother as much as possible. For once in my life, I would try to be the son

that I never had been. Once she passed away, I would hit the road permanently, just wander.

Fuck it. What’s the point now, you know? There is none. A bit dramatic and over-the-top, but

these were the thoughts running through my mind as I stood there with my sister, through



smoke and tears.Having returned from D.C., I went to my parents’ house. My parents still lived

in the home I’d more or less grown up in, a beige stucco two-story, in a style characteristic of

many California homes built in the early 1980s, complete with three-car garage. My father had

worked hard to save money for a house in a low-crime suburb with good schools, white pickups

showing up weekly to keep the lawns manicured; the ideal location to raise a family.When I

arrived, I saw that all of my mother’s hair had now disappeared completely as she lay asleep

on a hospital bed in the living room where we’d spent so many years living, covers pulled up to

keep her warm.Even in sleep she appeared to be in pain. My father did too, though a different

kind of pain, an emotional pain; you could tell that this was also taking a heavy toll on him

physically. He was going through hell, and he looked the part. He walked with a slight limp, had

enormous bags under his bloodshot eyes, and commented that the last time he was this sleep-

deprived was back in Vietnam.He had always been a strong man, and his spirit was not

entirely broken; he still clung to the hope that my mother would somehow pull through all of

this. That, I think, kept him going.I never said a word about it, but I was somewhat more

skeptical. I didn’t like what I was seeing one bit, and by now, a part of me wished my mother

dead. I wished her dead because, well, she’s my mother. The lady who’d walked me to school

every morning, holding my hand. You only get one biological mother, and for many, including

myself, nobody will ever love you as unconditionally. I no longer wanted to see her suffering the

way that she was—a slow, torturous death leaving her in severe, unrelenting pain. I wanted it

all to end.Absolutely exhausted, my father explained to me my job for that evening. After that,

he slowly walked upstairs to the room he had once shared with my mother. I pulled a chair up

to my mother’s bed and sat there. Waiting, listening to my mother’s lungs expand and contract

silently and slowly after every breath while she slept.For some reason, the cancer, or maybe

the chemo, was now making my mother feel that she always had to urinate. Whenever she

needed to go to the bathroom, my job would be to lift her out of bed, place her onto her

wheelchair, cover her with a blanket, roll her to the bathroom down the hall, lock the wheels, lift

her out of the wheelchair in a bear hug, place her in front of the toilet, and, while holding her

with one arm, use my free hand to pull down her sweatpants, and then seat her on the toilet.

From there, I’d take a seat on the wheelchair outside the bathroom, waiting for her to finish;

sometimes it was a couple minutes, sometimes nearly an hour. When she was finished, I’d

have to wipe her off, and if she needed new adult diapers, I’d change them for her. Then we’d

run through the same motions in reverse, get her back on the bed, straighten her out, and pull

the covers up to keep her warm.My father had been doing this for the past several nights, and

it was now my turn for the next several days.Every time I had to wipe off my mother after taking

her to the bathroom, I couldn’t help but think that this was not the way it’s supposed to be. I

vaguely remember being a toddler, yelling for her whenever I was finished taking a shit on the

potty, and she would arrive to wipe my ass. It vexed me to have it all turned around now.

Seemed wrong. Here I was, years later, wiping her ass.For the pain, I gave my mother two

generic Vicodin every forty-five minutes. Two for her, one for me. Why they didn’t give her

something stronger than Vicodin, I’ll never know. Vicodin hardly did anything for me anymore,

even when I mixed it with alcohol, as I have unfortunately often done.At night, while my mother

was passed out, I’d watch television. They had cable, but I was surprised to find that there’s

hardly anything to really watch late at night except paid infomercials, all promising a quick fix

with little to no effort, solving every imaginable major problem afflicting your average American.

If they can regrow hair, enlarge a penis, provide senior citizens with all-day erections, use

bands of rubber to whittle away a tummy, pills to dissolve fat, first, what the fuck is wrong with

these people and more importantly, why can’t they come up with a cure for cancer?I’d buy



that.The morning sun began to peek in through the windows, creeping across the white carpet

my parents had installed after all of us kids moved out. I decided to leave the television on,

turning it to one of those channels playing nothing but music, having found one playing only big-

band music.No idea what happened to it, but when I was growing up, there was always a radio

in the living room. Whenever my mother was folding clothes, or in the kitchen, she’d always

have it on Magic 61, an AM radio station playing nothing but oldies, and a lot of big-band tunes.

It was always set to that station, and as I got older, she’d get pissed off whenever I changed it

to Live 105, the alternative rock station, angrily making me change it back. It’s funny because I

now love the music made during those early eras, the 1920s, ’30s, and ’40s. If somebody was

to change my radio presets over to an alternative rock station, I’d react exactly as my mother

had—pissed.An old Glenn Miller song was playing, I forget which one, but it was one of his

more somber numbers. Sitting by her bed, I could see my mother slowly coming to, not in pain,

eyes opening. She asked what I was watching.It was a near miracle to see her waking up

calmly, as she often woke up in horror, head swiveling, frantically looking for my father, asking

“Where is he?! I want to see him before I die!”That morning, she didn’t do that. She seemed to

be just as relaxed as the melodies coming from the television, and for the first time in a long

while, able to talk. I wanted to jump all over this opportunity, so I told her how I remembered

that she used to listen to the big-band station on the radio all the time when I was a kid. She

seemed surprised I could recall all this.“You remember?” I told her I remembered a lot of

things. She smiled, then sourly commented that today’s music was “garbage,” that she liked

older music “much better.”I nodded in agreement, and the two of us, there in the living room,

stopped talking, listening to that wonderful song together in silence.Then out of nowhere she

said, “I’m hungry.”She said it as the song ended, and another one came on, maybe Tommy

Dorsey. I don’t remember, since I was more stunned than anything by my mother’s statement—

she hardly ever ate. Lately she had only been able to stomach protein shakes, which we

purchased in bulk at Costco, force-feeding her through a straw. So I got up quickly, heart rate

going, and asked her what she wanted. She thought about it for a second, and then she said,

“Miso soup.” Okay, miso soup it is. Frantically, I wondered how in the hell to do this. I didn’t

know how to make miso soup; did we even have miso soup?She told me to go over to the

fridge, and that there I would find a jar labeled “Miso.” From the bed, she gave me instructions

on preparing it: Get a pot, fill it up with water, boil it. Dump a teaspoon of miso into the water.

Easy enough. She then told me that she wanted tofu with it, so I quickly grabbed a pack of that

from the fridge, chopped it up, and dumped it into the soup. While that was getting ready, I

asked her whether she wanted anything else. She paused, and then requested a Korean pear.

Again, from the bed, she instructed me to cut one into thin slices. While cutting into it, still in

shock that all this was going on, I accidentally cut my finger. Drawing blood, I cursed. My

mother asked what happened. While grabbing a napkin to wrap around my finger, I told her,

“Nothing.”Blood seeping through the napkin, I brought the pear over to my mother, who sternly

gave me some constructive criticism on how I needed to concentrate more when doing things

instead of moving too quickly. She ate her pear feverishly, asking for her soup. I brought it over,

and while waiting for it to cool down, she asked me if I loved the girl I was with, who, I

surprisingly discovered just days after the news that my mother had cancer, was now pregnant,

several months along in carrying my son.I said yes, with plans to remarry. My mother then told

me that she knew she didn’t have much time left, and that when she was gone, she wanted me

to take care of the mother of my child, and my son, ensuring that he had everything that he

needed, always, and to spend as much time with him as possible.“Your father, he keeps

everything inside—no good. You do same thing—no good, too.” She then, again, stressed the



importance of family and that nothing else really matters.“Look at me, say I have no family.

Then nobody care and help me. Who help me? No one. Family important.”While we talked, my

father came downstairs to go to work. As he stepped into the living room to check in on us, he

lit up, shocked at what he was seeing. My mother was talking! And eating! He couldn’t believe

it, and I was still having a hard time believing it myself. I knew he was thinking the same thing I

was, that maybe she was on her way to a full recovery. Before leaving for work, he said

something to me about how I should continue to talk to my mother, and do so more often,

something I’ve been historically bad at doing. He threw in something about how it “seemed to

work.”Before leaving, my father leaned over to kiss my mother good-bye. The garage door shut

as my father was on his way to work, and it was once again just the two of us, my mother

closing her eyes to rest.As I felt my eyelids getting heavy and began to doze off, all hell broke

loose. My mother started moaning in pain again, each moan more and more intense, every

minute more turbulent. I was shoving Vicodin in her mouth, but could see that they weren’t

doing a damn thing. After popping a couple myself, I called my father and told him he should

come home, it was time.We moved her, crying in pain, into the car and left for the hospital. As

we pulled out of the driveway, I stared at the house and remembered the first time we’d pulled

up to it when we were moving in. My father, driving, called my Korean aunts, relaying the grim

situation. He didn’t go into much detail, though the severity of it was implied by his

directness.After assessing the situation, the doctor came to the decision that it was time for my

mother to be in hospice. In Korean, my aunts explained to my mother what that would mean;

seated in a wheelchair, sobbing, she bobbed her head up and down, indicating that she

understood. That image, and the sounds I heard in that room, is permanently engraved in my

memory. Aside from the doctor, I was the only one in that room not crying. I once again

wondered what in the hell was wrong with me. I wasn’t emotionless, but just stood there

grimacing.Both my sister and brother dropped everything to take the first available flight home.

Now that hospice was involved, the entire family was to be home. My brother and I assigned

ourselves to the rooms we’d grown up in, my sister slept next to my mother on her hospital bed

there in the living room, my father on the sofa beside them.After a short night of sleep, my

sister woke me up. I could tell by the low look on her face and her tone that she didn’t have

good news. Solemnly, she told me, “Mom’s not going to wake up. She went into a coma last

night.”Walking downstairs, I entered the living room, where my mother lay, softly breathing. We

all pulled up chairs from the dining table around her as my father contacted the hospice nurse

and my Korean aunts.Aunt Annie arrived first, the hospice nurse arriving soon after. She began

to check my mother’s vitals, lifting her eyelids, appraising her breathing pattern. With years of

experience, she got to the point and told us all that whatever we had to say, we should say it

now.Looking at my mother lying peacefully in a coma, we asked how much time we had. She

hesitated, as though she was withholding information, and just said, “Minutes,” adding, “Maybe

even less.” Great.The hospice nurse told us that despite being in a coma, my mother could

hear us. She mentioned that she didn’t think Aunt Suki and Halmoni—our Korean grandmother,

who we lovingly referred to as “Harmony” while growing up—would make it in time, as they

were coming from San Mateo. My father pulled out his cell phone, called them quickly to

communicate the status, and then put the cell phone up to my mother’s ear. From my seat

there, I could hear a bunch of crying and Korean coming loudly through the cell phone, and

since I don’t speak a word of Korean, asked Aunt Annie what was being said. She told me that

Halmoni was telling my mother to hold on for her, and not to go until she got here. They were a

good forty-five minutes away. We again asked the nurse if they’d make it in time, and she told

us probably not.Defiantly, Aunt Annie told her, “She’ll still be here. You don’t know my sister,



she’ll hold on for her mother, she will.”One by one we started talking to my mother, who at this

point was just barely breathing, like a fish out of water, each breath looking as if it would be her

last. We all started telling stories, sharing memories that we had of her, and out of nowhere my

aunt brought up how she remembered that when my mother was pregnant with me, all she

wanted was miso soup. I stood up in my seat. I never knew that, nobody had ever mentioned it.

I could barely believe it.My father leaned over the woman he had married some thirty years

earlier, put his hand on hers, and with tears slowly making their way down his face, dropping,

absorbing into the fabric of the blanket covering her, said, “Honey, I love you, it’s okay to let go.

I love you so much, almost too much. You put up a good fight. It’s okay to let go.”I was off in my

own world, taking this all in, when suddenly my sister exclaimed, “Oh, my God, Mom can hear

us! Look!”There was a single tear welling beneath her eye, which slowly rolled down her cheek.

At that moment, the front door opened, and my mother’s sister, mother, and brother, who had

flown all the way from South Korea, burst into the house. My mother had held on for her

mother. A few minutes later, right there in the living room, in the house we had grown up in, her

entire family around her, she quietly stopped breathing.Many times early on at the hospital,

when my mother was first diagnosed, she would simply say, “Talk to me.” And I’d always be at a

loss for words, never knew what to say other than, “Hi, Mom,” which would break her heart.

Tears would pour from her eyes when she’d tell me that I needed to communicate with her

more often, open up to her. As she became more ill, I tried my hardest to force myself to talk as

much as I could, but there will forever be a part of me that hates myself for not doing so

sooner.One of the many things I learned about my mother during this time spent with her was

that her father killed himself. I arrived at the hospital one evening wearing a scarf around my

neck, since it was a bit chilly. A scarf around my neck was a bit out of character for me, which

caused her to take suspicious note of it and inquire as to my reason. Not thinking anything of it,

I told her I had come across it in some shop, put it on, liked it, liked the price, liked the color (it

was gray), and so went ahead and purchased it.She nodded, called me strange, which was

normal, and then told me a story about her father, whom I knew next to nothing about. All I

knew about him was that he was dead. Period.The story began with her reminding me that

they were poor, and needed money for food. One day, her father came home wearing a brand-

new scarf around his neck. Upon seeing this, a battle ensued between him and my

grandmother, Halmoni, who exploded, cursing him over his stupid scarf, since what they

needed was money for feeding the family, not for scarves.He tried to explain to her that it was

fashion, and that he liked the scarf. I would imagine she didn’t care for that at all, since men’s

fashion had very little to do with food. While listening to the story, I laughed at the thought of my

Halmoni, all five feet of her, unloading on her husband like a caged pit bull at the mere mention

of the word fashion.I was taken aback by all this. When we were kids, she would tell us her

father was up in heaven, or “happy mountain,” whenever we’d asked about him. By the way she

wouldn’t say anything further, it was understood that we were never to bring him up.But on this

occasion, late at night in her room at the hospital, just the two of us, my mother told me more

about her father. She told me he liked to drink, a lot, especially loved whiskey, and how he also

loved to gamble and chase women. So far, he sounded pretty cool to me. When she sensed

this, she tried to extinguish that thought by explaining that due to his behavior, she and her

family grew up poor, very poor, and that her mother, who had grown up rather well off, had to

raise the entire family by herself while her husband blew all his money on booze and gambling,

leaving nothing for the family he had abandoned.To emphasize this point, she told me that in

her village in Korea, the kids would have to bring money to their teachers every now and then

to pay for school. If you didn’t have any money for the teacher, the teacher would beat you in



front of the entire class. The ruler smacked hard on her hands, and the worst part of it all, she

told me, was that the other kids would tease her for not having money for school. My mother

also had stories of being very young and her mother sending her out into their village many

times to find her father and to tell him that the family had no food, and needed money. Many

times he’d be drunk or with another woman when my mother would find him. She’d yell at him

for money, and every time he would claim to not have any, sending her home empty-

handed.Learning all this explained a lot to me; why my mother always hated my drinking, and

why she always made sure we had everything that we needed. She always made sure we had

nice clothes, food on the table, and everything that we could possibly need for school. It also

explained why, while growing up, my mother had always had a special place in her heart for my

friends being raised by single mothers. She’d always ask me about them more than about

anyone else—how they were doing, how their mothers were doing, always a bit of sorrow for

them in her voice.Now I knew why.Decades after abandoning my mother’s family, my

grandfather wrote each member a letter indicating that he was getting older, and had no family,

and no one to help take care of him. He was all alone, and planned to kill himself.He had

determined how he was going to kill himself, where he was going to kill himself, and where he

was to be buried. He even planned the exact date on which he was going to do it. When that

date arrived, sure enough, he did it.My mother leveled her steady gaze toward me, and told me

that when she went back to Korea several years ago, her first visit since leaving shortly after I

was born, she left a bottle of whisky and a deck of cards on her father’s grave.The writer must

learn how to handle the problem of loneliness. For writing is a lonely profession. It is one road a

man must walk by himself.ISABELLE ZIEGLER,Creative WritingMuch had changed since I first

attempted to set off on my mission. The Obama administration was well under way, my mother

had passed, I was now remarried and preparing for the birth of my son. Determined to pick up

where I had left off, I reread Travels with Charley in addition to On the Road. When I first read

Travels with Charley years back, I thought it was about an old guy wanting to reacquaint

himself with the country that he had written about so much throughout his career. This second

time reading it I’m thinking the book was just an excuse for Steinbeck to get away from his wife

for a bit. All he had pretty much written prior were novels and works of fiction; then, all of a

sudden, he decides one day to go off and write nonfiction, a first-person narrative about

traveling across America? Yeah, right. Sounds suspicious. What I could see happening is

Steinbeck in his quiet room, door shut, surrounded by dusty woodwork, smoking another

cigarette in front of his typewriter, trying to bang away on his East of Eden manuscript or

something, constantly interrupted by his wife. “John, we need to run to the market. You think we

could do that?” Or, “John, could you pick up some dog food for the poodle later on today, we’re

getting low. [Sniff, sniff. ] Are you smoking again? You promised me you were going to quit after

Our Winter of Discontent!” I could see John just losing it one day. I love her, but I need a

fucking break! By golly, I know, my next book will be about me traveling. I’m going to tell her,

“Sorry, babe, but I gotta hit the road for this one, the publisher wants me to discover America.

Sorry. It’s a publishing trend right now. On the Road did well, and they want me to do the same

thing.” Only a writer could get away with doing such a thing. John figured it out. “Now that she’s

bought that crap, I’m going to buy a camper, where I can totally drink and smoke all day and

night without any interruptions at all, and I’ll take the fucking poodle with me so that whenever I

call her for the I-love-you phone call, I won’t have to hear some long boring story that starts

with, ‘Guess what Charley did today?’ This will be amazing.”It was heartbreaking to say good-

bye to my wife whom I love dearly and my week-old son, tears were shed, but I’m not going to

lie—there was this deep dark secret which I was keeping to myself, the one where I couldn’t



wait for this adventure to begin. The story gets worse. I’m leaving my wife and son to travel

across the country for an uncertain duration of time, and what’s more fucked up than that is

that I’m secretly feeling in no rush to get back home again. And, by the way, I’m not making any

of this up. As much as I wish it was, this book is not a novel.Go ahead and write me off as an

unlikable character. Trust me, I’ve been called far worse, and since I’m on a roll right now, truth

be told, for me, experiencing life with a pregnant woman was no honeymoon (I don’t care what

anybody tells you, no trimester is any easier than another) in a tiny overpriced downtown San

Francisco studio apartment in some crack-infested neighborhood, all while my mother was

dying, has been one of the most challenging experiences of my life. Ever. Worse than war. I’m

amazed I didn’t blow my head off at some point. Really, I swear to God I am. Fuck what you

see on television on channels like TLC, pregnancy is absolutely nothing like that. Those shows

they air make pregnancy look fun. Pure joy. Sadly, it’s not. Perhaps it was just my situation, but

it was bloody hell. The fights, the feeling that I could do nothing right, the long lectures about

not drinking and smoking, her saying, “I did it, why can’t you?” The arguments, the wars about

virtually everything and anything, the countless nights spent sleeping on the sofa, hearing

those terrifying words, “I’m hungry,” followed by a long monologue on weight gain, like it’s the

end of the world. And the Lamaze classes. How she wanted a doula, me asking, “What the fuck

is a doula?” (Note: spell-check doesn’t acknowledge what the fuck a doula is, either, but it’s

basically a companion offering support through pregnancy and birth.) How, after hearing her

explanation, and why she felt she needed one, me telling her that we didn’t need a doula,

particularly not for FIFTEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS, and that I was the fucking doula. The

yelling because I wasn’t reading all of the pregnancy books she wanted me to read, and her

blowing up when I made the mistake of casually telling her, “If you’ve read one, you’ve read

them all.”I needed a break, and for my sins I finally got one.One of the few promises I asked my

wife to make to me prior to embarking on this journey of mine was that she never asked when

I’d be coming back home, or “How much longer?” as I wasn’t going to even attempt to answer

those unanswerable questions while on the road.“I’ll be done when I’m done.”Nothing

further.Chapter ThreeThe Path to Hell“Who is the happier man, he who has braved the storm

of life and lived or he who has stayed securely on shore and merely existed?”HUNTER S.

THOMPSONThey say you can never go home again, and leaving San Francisco, I was

reminded of a story I once heard about a year and a half ago, told to me by a good friend,

John, back when I was single, back when I was living the dream, living by myself, doing my

thing, waiting for my most eligible bachelor nomination to arrive. John, who I have known since

the second or third grade, was having his bachelor party out near Tahoe. I’m not a misogynist

but at the time, I had no idea why in the world anybody in their right mind would want to be

married, but whatever, I was going to the party.We all pitched in and rented one of those cabins

out in the woods, not too far from all of the casinos. Since I didn’t own a vehicle at the time, I

got a ride out there from another friend with whom I had also gone to elementary, junior, and

high school, and who was also invited to the party. Though I’ve run into him over the years, the

last time we really hung out together was back in high school, well over a decade ago. Since

Tahoe was several hours away, we had plenty of time to catch up, and I could see that he was

doing well. He owned a later-model pickup truck, had sporty sunglasses, looked well fed, and I

could see his wedding ring glistening in the sun as he held both hands confidently on the

steering wheel.I came to find out he had purchased a house out in the suburbs, in the same

town where we had both grown up, not too far from our old high school, and that he and his

wife now had several kids. He was now a family man, and to keep the conversation going, I

asked him what it was like being a father. I was curious; not because I wanted to start a family



and move to the ’burbs or anything remotely psychotic like that, but because I lived in the city

and none of my friends had any idea how to start a family. Gross, that’s like, so suburban. He of

course told me that being a father was great, the best thing to ever happen to him. “Yeah, it’s a

lot of work, but it’s also rewarding to see them grow up,” he said, and went on and on telling me

how cool his three kids were, that what he was most looking forward to now was coaching his

sons’ baseball teams.Safely arriving at our destination, hours before the strippers would arrive,

the groom-to-be dropped by while I was at the keg refilling my red plastic Solo cup with yet

another beer. He asked me how the drive had been, and said, “What’d you guys talk about?”

So I told him that all we talked about was fatherhood. John shot me a look and asked what he

had said about that. I took a sip, thought about it for a second, and told him that pretty much all

he said was that it was cool.“That’s it?”“Well, he told me that it was the best thing that had ever

happened to him, and how wonderful it is; that he can’t wait to coach baseball, shit like that.

Why?”
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satkinsn, “A great story.... I don't want to over-praise this. No one can tell how much staying

power 'Lost In America' will have.But here's my gut: I grew up on Hunter S. Thompson and

Robert Pirsig and some quieter (and maybe better) books along the same line.This book will

be remembered in the same way. Or if it isn't, it'll be like the great, obscure record you tried to

get your friends to listen to way back when because you knew how good it was, and 30, 40

years on you discover there were people all across the country who heard the same thing you
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did.I read the whole thing in a couple of sittings. The central part of the book is about Detroit,

and Buzzell writes the city so well I felt like I was there, was in it with him.Only thing is - I didn't

want the book to be over so soon. I wanted to know if he went back to Detroit, what else he

figured out there.Scott A.”

Bob Hillier, “Actually Lost and Found in America. Some of the other reviews puzzle me. Some

reviewer give this book a lower rating, because they don't like how much the author/persona

drinks. How else can a wanderer see the struggling underside of America if he or she doesn't

drink, and probably drink to excess. This is a superb book that reveals our common humanity

and also shows the evolution of the author or persona. Also the authors of most good travel

and wandering writing become their own persona. Paul Theroux is a prime example. If you

are the kind of person who dreams of going on the road, this is a superb guide and memoir.”

Travis, “highly recommend anything written by. Very well written, highly recommend anything

written by Colby”

Jim KABLE, “On the road across the US. This is powerfully and honestly written - the kind of

book Jack Kerouac would have written were he a child of the late 20th century!”

Valerie J. Saturen, “Pressing On. While serving in Iraq with his Stryker brigade, Colby Buzzell

provided a window into life at war with a candid blog that evolved into the book My War: Killing

Time in Iraq. His subsequent memoir, Lost in America, chronicles his struggle to make sense

of the home he returned to. While coping with a sense of aimlessness, Buzzell faces two

dramatic life changes in short succession: the heartbreaking death of his mother after a battle

with cancer, and the unexpected news that he is about to become a father. In part to escape,

and in part to regain his footing, Buzzell embarks on a road trip across an America deep in the

throes of the Great Recession.The journey takes place with the idea of retracing the footsteps

of Kerouac, a theme that was apparently suggested by Buzzell's publisher. This element felt

forced, but having Kerouac in the passenger's seat did bring to mind the contrast between his

America and the one we see through Buzzell's eyes. In Kerouac's time, the open road was a

symbol of the seemingly boundless possibility the booming postwar economy had to offer. Yet

Buzzell--who, like many veterans of this generation, has been diagnosed with PTSD--comes

home to a nation in decline. He hits the road not on an exuberant quest for America's endless

promise, but on a "dead-end journey" through dive bars and flophouses, shanties and urban

ghost towns. Through it all, he meets characters who are facing their circumstances with a

resilience that seems to help Buzzell find his own strength.Along his journey, Buzzell takes a

series of hardscrabble jobs, earning little pay for exhausting labor. In Salt Lake City, he drives

an ice cream truck, a gig that--since he has to pay for his own gas--actually causes him to lose

money. His stay in Cheyenne is spent as a day laborer, doing backbreaking work for just $32 a

day. Working alongside Buzzell is Dave, a gregarious former union man who now dreams of

the "pretty good money" he could make if he landed a job at McDonald's.Yet none of the

hardship he encounters compares to what he finds when he arrives in Detroit. Bereft of a

massive chunk of its former population, what remains is a city literally in ruins. Wandering into

the shell of the Packard auto plant, Buzzell finds it has been converted into a surreal garbage

dump with "theme rooms": one room is littered with smashed old TV sets, another with

discarded tires. The abandoned Free Press building is about to be converted to retail outlets

and condos. Most distressing is the scene inside a cement structure labeled "Division of

Beatrice Foods Co," where two men are stripping the place of its copper piping. As Buzzell



looks on in horror, one of the men lowers himself chin-deep into a pit of fetid water to retrieve

the scrap metal, which he says must be treated for toxicity before it can be sold. When Buzzell

asks his companion what he did before this, the man lets out a long sigh and replies that he

used to work for GM.Despite the economic pain evident in every stop along Buzzell's travels,

there is also plenty of perseverance and grit. In Detroit, he stays in a hotel owned by a tough

but kindly couple, the Harringtons. Even after Mr. Harrington is shot at during a robbery, the

pair refuses to leave or install bulletproof glass ("I will not capitulate to that kind of living," says

Mrs. Harrington), instead carrying on their business with quiet dignity. Even amid the desolation

of the Packard ruins, Buzzell stumbles upon a card scrawled with these words: "Press On.

Nothing in the world can take the place of persistence. Talent will not; nothing is more common

than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost a proverb.

Education will not; the world is full of educated derelicts. Persistence and Determination alone

are omnipotent."While the uplifting notes in this memoir are rare, Lost in America paints an

honest picture of the reality facing a generation that has itself been described as "lost." It's a

down-to-earth, candid, and worthwhile read.”

Brr, “Great book. If you have previously read my war you will notice how good Colby Buzzell is

to tell stories..and this one it's about America..”

The book by Colby Buzzell has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 52 people have provided feedback.
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